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Eloquent in themselves, pieces that draw from the beauty and harmony of
nature at times and at times from human life and its various inspirations.
Curves that resonate with the gentle fall of water, the hollow of an old bark
letting light out or perhaps just the wind swishing through the forest. These are
the ways you could describe Ravi Teja Varma’s work at the Web of Life Design
Lab. In his own words, he describes it as a journey of pure magic’. It evolved
over a period of three years, taking shape one chisel at a time. 
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3D TECHNOLOGY
TILES

ITechnology and design in the new ceramic offerings from ABK Group was
showcased at Cersaie 2022, International Exhibition of Ceramic Tile and
Bathroom Furnishings. The ABK group showcased products from their brands
ABKFlaviker, Abkstone and Materia, an immersive journey spanning colour and
material based on the use of exclusive 3DTech and Full Vein 3D technologies.
3DTech technology allows for the application of thick layers of ceramic
material in perfect alignment with the graphic design to create striking three-
dimensional effects, while Full Vein 3D technology achieves greater graphic
continuity between the surface and body of through-vein slabs thanks to
digitally controlled mixing of different coloured raw materials. Colour and new
decorative ideas take centre stage in the ABK space with Poetry Colors, the
fourth chapter of the Poetry House project by Studio OTTO - Paola Navone.
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3D TECHNOLOGY TILES  

The leading Italian tile brand ABK Group has come up with new offerings in
ceramic tiles with latest technology and designs
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https://www.worldarchitecturefestival.com/live/en/page/home


Jean Mah, Ole Scheeren and Ana Pinto da Silva have joined the line-up of
luminary speakers at World Architecture Festival 2022 in Lisbon, which runs
from 30 November to 2 December. This year’s programme theme is ‘Together’.
In December 2022, it will be three years since the global community of
architects and designers has been able to meet in person at WAF and INSIDE.
This will be a year in which to consider how architecture is responding to the
renewal of collective life post-pandemic and in the light of commitments to
combatting climate change. 
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